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MODIFICATIONS TO BC€JIKDAFtY-LAYER-€GBfOVAL VEDZlZS AND 

EFFECTS Ul? A BYPASS SYS!EM 

By  Leonard J. Obery and Leonard E. Stitt 

The  performance of a twin-duct  air-intake system with a 9' 
canpression-ranq!  inlet  mounted on a supersonic  airplane was investi- 
gated in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot  supersonic wind tunnel  at  fYee-etream 
Mach nuuibers of 1.5 and 1.7 Over a range of angles of attack,  yaw,  and 
mass-flaw  ratios.  The  effect on over-all  performance of a series  of 
boundary-layer-removal  wedges a d  a main-duct  air-flaw  bypass system 
were also investigated.  Higher  pressure  recoveries  were  obtained with 
the  configuration ha,ving a 9' cosqpressian-ramp  inlet than with a simi- 
lar configuration in a previous  investigation with a 6O ramp inlet. 
The 9' ramp  eliminated  ramp  boundary-lsyer  separation and reaulted in 
higher  total-pressure  recovery at a Mach  number of 1.5, while at 1.7 
the  reduced  region of separation and the  reduced  supersonic loss attend- 
ant with  the  higher rsmp angle  caused  the  increased  total-pressure re- 
covery. At  lowered  mass-flow  ratios  for a free-stream Mach n d e r  of 
1.5, symmetricd total-pressure-recovery  contours at the  diffuser exLt 
resulted  from  the  elimination of ramp  separation. At Mach nunibel: 1.7 
for  the 9' inlet and at  Mach  numbers of 1.5 and 1.7 for the 6' inlet, 
m u g  separation  caused  asymmetrical  contuurs at the  diffuser  exit. At 
very low mass flows, the  twin-duct  system  operated  with  stable  inlet 
shocks;  however,  one  duct  operated  supercritically,  whereas  the  other 
duct  carried  little  or no mass flow. 

Modifications  to  the boundary-hyer-raoval system  indicated  that, 
for this configuration, the deflection  angle and the  longitudfnal  loca- 
tion of the  wedges  had  little  effect on inlet  performance  provided  the 
bleed  duct  remained  open,  whereas  deflection  of all the  boundary-layer 
air  by  wedges  considerably  reduced M e t  perfonmnce.  Results of the 
bypass  investigation  indicated  that  reduced  engine mass flaws  could  be 
obtained  with only a mall increase in external drag and that  satisfac- 
tory operation  could  be  expected  with a cowl-flap-type  door  opening into 
the sir stresm. 
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INTRODUCTION 
. 

An investigation was conducted in the 8- by  6-foot  aupersonic t m  I 

ne1 of the I?ACA Lewis laboratory  to  evaluate  the  internal  and  external 
performance  of a twin-duct  air-intake  system  mounted on a supersonic 
airplane.  The  results of the part of this investigation using a 6O 
cqression-ramp inlet  with v a r i o u s  inlet  modifications  were  reported 
In reference 1. The  present  report  discusses (1) the  results  obtained 
with a go compression-ramp w e t ,  (2) the  effects on performance of 
modifications  to  the  boundary-layer-remmal  system,  and (3) the  per- 
formance OF& particular  bypaes  system. & efficiency  conqarison of 
several of the  air-induction  configurations  is  made  based on the 
557-P-7 engine. 

The  investigation was conducted over a raage of angles of attack 
and yaw  at  free-stream k c h  numbers  of 1.5 and 1.7. The--Reynolds num- 
ber  of  the  test,  based on the  length  of  fuselage  ahead of the  inlet, 

approximately 1 ~ 0 6 .  

The following symbols  are  used in this  report: 

A area 

CD external drag coefficient  based on maximum frontal  cross- 
sectional  area  of 2.097 sq ft, D / Q A ~  

CT,B boundary-layer  bleed  duct  thrust  coefficient  based on maximum 
fiontal  cross-sectional area of 2.097 sq ft 

CT-D coefficient of internal  thrust minus external  drag  based on 
m a x i m u m  frontal  cross-sectioml area of 2.097 sq ft 

D drag 

'n engine  thrust  at  diffuser  total-pressure  recovery 

.engine thrust-at 100-percent  diffuser  total-pressure  recovery 

L length of subsonic  diffuser, 74 in. 

M Mach  nxmiber 

mg/mg boundary-layer  bleed duct mass-flow ratio, 
boundary-layer mass flow 

POVOAi, B 
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N 
CD aY 
CD 

I .  

L 

bypass mass-flar ratio, bypass -88 flaK 
POVoAi 

POVdLl 
engine mass-flaw ratio, engine mass flaw 

total  pressure 

static  pressure 

dynamic pressure, rpM2/2  

velocity 

distance  from  caw1  lip,  model  station 36 

model  angle of attack with respect  to main fuselage  axis,  deg 

ratio Of specific  heats, 1.40 

mass density of air 

Subscripts: 

B boundary-layer  bleed  duct-exit  survey  station,  model  station 
101.105 

b bypass 

C mass-flow  statlc-pressure  station 

f frontal 

i inlet 

X conditions  at  X-distance *om cowl lip 

0 free  steam 

1 fuselage  survey  station,  model  station 31 

2 diffuser-inlet  survey  station, model station 37.50 

3 diffuser-exit  survey  station,  model  station 102.105 

Pertinent  areas: 

Af maximum frontal  cross-sectional  area, 2.097 sq ft 
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ai inlet  capture  area of-both ducts  defined  by  caw1 lip (and ramp 
leading  edge), 0.256 eq f't 

Ai ,B inlet  area  of  one-boundary-layer  bleed  duct, 0.00862 sq ft 

A3  flow  area  at  diffuser  discharge, 0.326 sq  ft 

As s h m  photographically fn figure 1 and schematically in figure 
2, the  model  of  the  present  test was a quarter-scale  fuselage  forebody 
of a supersonic  aircraft. Ipwin-scoop ramp-type  inlets  were  located on 
the  fuselage  sides, w i t h  the  ducts  joining in a ccmrmon anuul-q passage 
near  the aft.end oQthe  model. In the  prototype  airplane  this  station 
would correspond  to  the  engine  compressor  face. 

The  model wa8 sting-.supported and connected  to  the  sting thraugh 
an internal  strain-gage baknce. A shroud,. used  to  protect  various 
mechanisms,  was  attached  to the-sting but was entirely  independent  of 
the  model. As can  be  seen in figure 1, the shroud formed a continuation 
of  the  aft-fuselage.  The  reverse  scoops  near  the top of the-shroud were 
used  to lower the  pressure  inside  the shroud to insure choking at the 
plugs. 

The  forward  section of the  airplane,  including  the  inlet;-was 
canted 5O downward  with  respect I m  the main f'uselage-axis  as  shown in 
figure 2. The  downward cant--was utilized  to  facilitate  pilot  vision 
in the  prototype  rather than to  provide maximum performance  of  the 
W e t  at  the  cruise  angle opattack. Also shown in  figure 2 are  the 
internal dr-flow statio- and the  main-duct and boundary-layer-duct 
plugs  used  to  control  the  respective mass flows. 

A photograph of one  of  the  inlets  showing the cowl  shape  is  pre- 
sented in figure 3. The go compression-ramg  leading  edge was longitu- 
dinally located to cause  the  resulting  oblique  shock  wave  to  intersect 
the--outer  cowl  lip  at a free-stream Mach number of approximately 1.75. 
The  side  view of the  inlet, shown in figure  4(bj,  indicates  the  reverse 
curvature of the  external  fairing on the  top  and  bottom  of  the  inlet. 
This curvature  resulted frm sharpening  the  cowl  leading  edges and 
f aired  out  until a m o t h  fairing  resulted at the cowl lip  (fig. 4( c 1 ) . 
The  twin  inlets  had  gemetrically similar internal  subsonic  diffuser 
ducts which changed moothly from a nearly  rectangular form at  the 
entrance  (model  station 36) to an annular cross  section.  at the junction 
of the  two  ducts  (model  station 101). Typical  duct  cross  sections and 
the resulting  area  variation  are  presented  figure 5. The  longitu- 
dinal  area  variation of the  subsonic  diff'user i? presented as the  ratio 
of the  local flaw area  to  the maximmllm flow area  at  the  diffuser 
discharge . c 
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Ram-tyge  boundary-layer  scoops were located  beneath  the  center  por- 
tion  of  the  inlet  rsmp  for  removal of the  fuselage  boundary-layer air. 
rzlternal  boundary-layer  ducts  continued  aft of the  scoops and made a 
transition  from a rectangular  cross  section  at  the  entrance  to a cir- 
cular  cross  section  at  the  exit.  The bleed ducts discharged parallel 
to  the  main  air-flaw  duct  at  the  exit  station. The boundary-layer  air 
in excess of that  passing through the  bleed  ducts was spilled around 
the  open-scoop  sides by boundary-layer  wedges &B Shawn  in  figures 2 
and 3. The  bounbry-layer  scoop  height was fixed  at 0.30 inch  to  cor- 
r.espond  to the exgerimentuy determined  fuselage  boundary-layer W c k -  
ness at  the  inlet  station  for  f'ree-stream  Mach  numbers of 1.5 and 1.7 
(ref. 1). 

Variations  of  the  boundary-layer  wedges  are  shown  photographically 
in figure 6 and in detail in figure 7. The  boundary-layer wedge modi- 
fications  varied  the  longitudinal  location of the  wedge  vertices  and 
also the  discharge  angle  of  the open-scoq sides. As seen in figure 
7(a), the  first  series of modifications  to  the  boundary-layer  wedges 
consisted of closing  the  boundary-layer  duct and forming 50° half-angle 
wedges  to  deflect  the  boundary-layer  air.  The  vertex of the  first 50° 
wedge was longitudlnaLly  located 1 inch  back frm the ~ ~ J I Q  leading  edge 
and  is  designated  by a code as 50-14. The first  number  refers  to  the 
wedge  half-angle,  the  second  to  the  distance in inches  aft of the rag 
leading  edge, and the  letter C refers  to  the  closed  bleed  duct.  The 
second  series of modifications  formed 30°, 40°, and 50' half-angle 
wedges 1 inch  aft  of  the  ramp  leading  edge (fig. 7(b 1 ) . In this  series 
the  bleed  duct  remained  open, as designated .in the  code  by  the  letter 0 
as  the  third  symbol. 

As a f'urther  modification of the 9' inlet  configuration, a 
variable-area  main-duct  bypass  system,  shown  photographically in fig- 
ure 8 and  in  detail in figure 9, was located  at m o d e l  station 70 with 
one  such  bypass  provided  for  each main duct.  The  bypass,  essentially 
a convergent  nozzle, was capable  of  discharging  up  to 30 percent of the 
maximum mass flow captured  by  the  inlet.  Remote  actuation of the bypass 
door  was accmplished by  driving  the  gear  sector  forming  the  side  trail- 
ing  edges as shown in  figure 8. This particular  bypass was designed  to 
be a simple  mechanical system readily  adaptable  to a production  aircraft 
in order  to  determine  whether a compromised  system  could  satisfactorily 
maintain  the  advantages  inherent in a more  idealized  bypass  system, 
such as that  discussed in reference 2. The  bypass  door,  for exmple, 
opened  into  the  air  stream  in  the  manner of nacelle car1 flaps,  thereby 
creating  additional  body  drag and also causing  the  bypassed  air  to dis- 
charge  away frcm an axial  direction. 

The instrumentation for this model  was similar to  that  reported in 
reference 1. Body  angle of attack was measured  with an internal  angle- 
of-attack  indicator,  and  flow  stability was measured  with  pressure- 
sensitive  pickups. As in reference 1, the  force-measuring  system 
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consisted of an internal  strain-gage  balance,  located  at a forward  model 
etation,  and a strain-gage link mounted  between  the  sting and the rear 
model  bulkhead.  The  rear  link was mounted so as to  measure only a nor- 
m a l  force  ccenponent  without  influencing th? axial  force and, addition- 
ally, to  restrain  the  model in pitch,  thereby  eliminating  most  of  the 
model  deflection  due  to  Fmposed  air  loads. 

During the  conduct of the  tests,  the  boundary-layer  bleed  plug was 
held  at a partic-  area  ratio, BO that  the  internal  force  developed by 
the  boundary-layer  bleed  duct would be  approiimately.constant  for 831 
configurations. In general,  with  the bypass system in operation, a 
constant  main-duct  exit Mach number m s  set and the  bypass  doors  were opened, thus  discharging  progressively  more  flaw,  while,  because  of the 
relieved  back  pressure,  the  inlet  captured a correspondingly  increased 
flaw. The  bypass-area  ratio wae also set  at  particular  values  for  each 
exit Mach nuniber, so that an extrapolation to conditions  of  fixed  bypass 
at  various  main-duct  exit h c h  numbers  could also be  made. 

The mass flow through  the maip duct was cmputed from a measured 
static  pressure  at-  station c, with  the sssu~ption that the flow was 
choked  at  the  area  determined  by  the  mass-flaw  control plug, ana IS 
believed  accurate within *%percent.  The main-ductmass-flow  ratio 
is  the  ratio  of  the mass flowing  through the ducts  to that flowing in 
the  free  stream  through  an  area  equal  to  the  projected  inlet  area of 
both  ducts.  The  total-pressure  recovery  at  station 3 was  determined 
fram  the  static  pressure  at  station .3 and from the  calculated mass flow 
to an accuracy  better  than &1 percent. For one  phase of the  test,  the 
boundary-layer  bleed  performance  was  investigated  through a mass-flaw 
range, and the  resulting mass-flow ratios  were  calculated  from  static- 
and total-pressure  measurements  at  the  bleed exit,. Frau  the  consistency 
of the data,  these  values  are beliwed accurate  to &3 percent  and  the 
measured  total-pressure  recoveries  to fi percent.  The  boundary-layer 
bleed mass-flaw rattoe are based on the  bleed-inlet  area  as  the  refer- 
ence  area. 

N 
tD 
(T1 
to 

The  bypass mass-flow ratios  were cmputed fram  the  sonic  discharge 
area,  assumed  to  be  the minimum geametric mea for  all  openings of-the 
bypass,  and  from  the  total-pressure  recovery in the-"duct. Bypass 
mass-flaw ratios  were  corrected  for an effective  discharge  area and 
total  pressure  at  supercritical  inlet flow by  evaluating  bypass mass- 
flaw  ratio  as  the  difference  between  engine  mass-flow  ratios  with  and 
without bypass;  this  correction  factor,  assumed  constant  for ccmrputa- 
tion of the  bypass mass flwe for  subcritical  inlet flow, was of  the 
order of 0.99. The bypass mass-flaw ratios  and  total-pressure  recov- 
eries  are  believed  accurate  to  the same order as the corresponding 
main-duct  quantities. 
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n In this report drag is  defined  as m e  stresmwise  c-onent of the 
external  forces,  not  including  the  base  pressure  force  or the stream 
thrust  developed  by  the  main-duct  flaw frcm free  stream  to  exit. The 
drag,  hawever,  does  include  the  force  develqped by the internal  flow 
through the  bomdary-la.yer  bleed  ducts and the bypass  system  when in 
operation.  The  boundary-layer  force  was  calculated  for  the  range  of 
boundary-layer  bleed mass-flow ratios RS the  change in total  momentum 
fram  the  bleed  inlet  to  the  bleed  exit. 

The  Reynolds  number  based on the  length  of the fuselage  ahead of 
the N e t s  varied  from 13X106 to 15X106 at a &ch  number of 1.5 and 
from 13X1O6 to 16X106 at a Mach number  of 1.7. 

The  internal  performance and the  forebody drag of the  configuration 
are  presented in figure 10. The  total-pressure-recovery  curves  for a 
free-stream  Mach n M e r  of 1.5 indicate an increased  recovery  with 
decreasing mass-flaw ratio  throughout  most of the  subcritical region at 
a l l  angles of attack, as contrasted to a constant  or  reduced  recovery 
for MO of 1.7. For  both  values  of Mg, hawever,  the  highest  internal 
performance  occurred  at an angle of attack of So, since  at  that angle 
of attack  the W e t  w m  dined with  the  flaw  because  of  the  droop  of 
the f o m d  section. As a result of this characteristic,  detafled 
comparisons  and  representative  data  are  shown  at a bady  angle of attack r *  : 
of 5O, while  data  at an angle  of  attack  of 1.5' are  presented  to  show 
the  performance  at  the  prototype  supersonic  cruise  angle of attack. 
The  critical  and  peak  total-pressure  recoveries  of  this  inlet  were  as 
m a t  ag, or =eater than, any of  the  total-pressure  recoveries of the 
6O.inlets of reference 1 at all correspond  angles of at€ack.-As -- .01, 
i r i l l  be  shown  later,  the  higher  recoveries% M&ofrres.iiL%ed frm 
the elimination - of flow separation on th e ramp, while  at MO of 1.7 the 
increased  performance  resulted  from a reductim in the  size  of  the  sep- 
arated  region  and  fram  the  lower  inlet shock losses  attendant with a Ma% z. 
90 ramp. 

" ". . 

b!2 - 

The maximum mass-flow ratio  attained with the go ramp  inlet  at an less bg 
angle  of  attack  of 5O was appraximgtely %percent less than theoreti- 1 c d  ' 

cal at % of 1.5 and 5$ percent  less  at % of 1.7, probably  because 
of a combination  of  total-pressure loss ahead of the inlet and the ex- 
istence of a curved  shock  from  the ramp in place of the  theoretical 
straight-line  shock.  Operation of the  twin-duct  system at very low 
mass-flow ratios  resulted in a stable  inlet  shock pattee; hawever, 
m e  duct  operated  supercritically,  whereas  the  other  duct  carried 
little  or no mass flow. 
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I 
The minimum drag  coefficient  of  the  body was considerably  greater 

than  that  of  the  aircraft  forebody  reported in reference 3. The high 
drag probably  resulted  from the bluntness of the  drooped  nose and the 
large  projected  area  caused  by  the  external  fairing of the  twin  ducts. 

. The  forebody  drag  rise  was appromRtely the  same  at % of 1.5 and 1.7 
and was about  --the  magnitude  obtained from similar  investigations 
or  predicted  by  various  theories.  Because of' the  pressure  drag on the 
reverse  curvature  of  the  inlet  cowl  lips,  the mi- drag  was  higher 
than that  reported in reference 1. 

Contours of total-pressure  recovery at the  inlet-  (station 2) are 
presented in figure ll for % of 1.5 and 1.7  and  angles of attack of 
5' and 1.5O. At % of 1.5 for  high  subcritical and. supercritical flow 
(fig. ll(a)), the  -recovery  was  reasonably  constant  at a high value mer 
the  face  of  the  inlet  except at the  duct  corners.  Reducing the mass 
flow at an angle of attack of 5O (fig.  ll(b))  caused a thickening of 
the  ramp  barndary  layer  and also reduced tbe pressure  recovery  near 
the  ceiling half of  the  inlet,  possibly  because of the  increased turn- 
ing  losses  occasioned  by  the go ramp with  the  cowl  designed  for flow 
f r m  a 6' ramp.  At an angle of attack  of 1.5O near critical flow 
(fig. ll(c)), the  contours  again  indicate a generally uniform flow, 
with a high-pressure  region  located  near the ramp half of the  inlet. 
At MO of 1.7, as contrasted  to MO of 1.5, the  higher  losses  generally r 

occurred  ne- the ramp. Regions  of  separated flow are evidenced  at  the 
near  critical  condition  (fig.  11Cd) 1, W l e  at  the lmer mass-flow ratio 
(fig.  =(e)) reverse flow occurred on the  ramp  near  the  bottam  corner. 
At an angle of attack of-1.5O (fig. ll(f)), the  region of reverse flow 
shifted  to  the  top  corner,  probably  because  -that  is  the  leeward  side  of 
the  cowl  lip,  and  separated flow is  again  evidenced. 

L 

The  total-pressure  contours at station 3 for Mo of 1.5 and angles 
of attack of 5O and 1.5O (figs. 12(a) to 12(c)) indicate  approximately 
equal  flow  through  both  ducts from their  symmetrical  appearance through- 
out  the  range  of  mass-flow  ratios.  However,  at % of 1.7 (figs. 12 (a) 
to 12(f) 1, apparently  one  duct  ie  taking  most  of  the flow, particulazly 
at  the  lower mass-flow ratio.  The  asymmetrical flow sham at % of 1.7 
(fig.  12(e))  probably  results  from  ramp  separation,  since  symmetrical 
contours  were  obtained at MO of"1.5 (fig. 12(b)), where no separation 
occurred. This preewqptian is Further  justified by a camgarison  with 
the 6' ramp data of reference 1. Rarg separation  occurred  with  the 6' 
inlet  at &J of 1.5, and asymmetrical  contours  were  obtained,  especially 
at the  luwer  mass-flaw  ratios.  When  the  separation  was  eliminated  wfth 
the 90 ramp, symmetrical  flow  resulted. 
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The breakdam of total-pressure  ratio losses, as  presented in fig- 
ure 13, Fndica'bes  approximately  the same loss ahead of the  inlet  for 
both Q of 1.5 and 1.7 at an angle of attack of 5'. The  estimated 
values of subsonic  losses  shown in figure 13 were  calculated  using an 
adaptation of the  method of reference 4. At  crftical mass-flow ratio, 
the  curves  indicate  tbat  for  of 1.5 the  subsonic  losses aP&P, 
represented a considerable  part of the wer-all losses,  while  at % 
of 1.7 the  supersonic  losses AFl-2/Po accounted  for  the  larger  part 
of the  losses. At MO of 1.5 the  experimental  supersonic  losses  were 
only about 1 percent  greater thas the  estimated  values. As shown by 
the  contours  of M e t  total-pressure  recovery  fur .E& of 1.5 at  criti- 
csl flow (fig. =(a)), the  theoretical  values of pressure  recovery  were 
attained  except  at  the  corner of the duct.  It  is  expected  that  these 
regions  accounted for the  l-percent  difference  between  estimated  and 
experimental  supersonic  recovery. For critical flaw at % of 1.7, 
the  experimental.  supersonic  losses  were  Over 22percent greater ehan 
the  estimated  value.  The  inlet  contours  (fig. l l ( d ) )  show that  the 
theoretical  recovery was attained over part of %he  inlet, but they 
also  indicate a very  thick boundary layer  with  the  probability of 
separated flow near  the  ramg  surface,  accounting  for  the  difference 
between  experimental  and  estimated  supersonic  recovery. In the sub- 
critical  region  for % of 1.5, the  increased  supersonic loss occurred 
as a result  of  thicken-  of  the  ramp boundary layer and reduced  reciw- 
ery  near  the  outer  cowl  lip;  at MO of 1.7, the  increased  subcritical 
losses  resulted  fram  the  thick ramp boundary  layer  and  separated flow 
at  the  ramp  surface,  as  indicated  by  the  inlet  contours  (fig. Ir>. 

I 

Schlieren  photographs  of  the  inlet  at vwious conditions  (fig. 14) 
show  the flaw separating from the rmg at Mo of 1.7, but  not  at % 
of 1.5. These  photographs  were  taken with the  model  at a zero angle 
of  yaw,  corresponding  to an inlet  angle of attack of about -5O RB a 
result of the droop of the  forward  section.  However,  it  is  believed 
that  similar flow would  be  attained  at an inlet  angle  of  attack  of  zero 
degrees. 

The  internal  performance  of  the  configuration  over E range  of 
angles  of  yaw and mass-flaw  ratios is presented in figure 15 for MO 
of 1.5. The  performance  throughqut  the y&w range was obtained with 
the  body at zero  degrees  angle  of  attack and, consequently,  with an 
inlet  angle  of  attack  of -5O. No performance  data  were  obtained for 
the yaw conditions  at Mo of 1.7. Figure 15 indicates only slight 
reductions in critical-pressure  recovery and critical  mass-flow  ratio 
throughout  the yaw range  investigated.  Diffuser-exit  total-pressure- 
recovery  contours are presented in figure 16 for  high and law values 
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of mass-flaw ratio  for an@;les of yaw of 3O and 6O at Q of 1.5. Total- 
pressure  contours  for an angle of yaw of  zero  (not  included in fig. 16) 
indicate  symmetrical flow through both ducts  at high and low values of 
mass-flow  ratio.  For  angles o f  yaw greater than zero,  the  total-pressure 
contours  indicate  more mass flaw through  the  windward  duct and higher 
total-pressure  recovery in the  corresponding half of the  diffuser-exit 
station than obtained in the  leeward  duct.  These  conditions  became 
more  pronounced ea the  yaw  angle  increases. 

The  internal  performesce of one  of  the  boundary-layer  bleed  duct-s 
is presented in figure 17 for an angle of attack  of 5O at-Mo of 1.5 
and 1.7. At % of 1.5, the  bleed  attained a higher  supercritical 
mass-flaw  ratio  and also a higher  pressure  recovery  over  the  entire 
flaw  range than at pb of 1.7. The  thrust-force  coefficient of the 
bleed  duct  is  defined  herein  as  the  change in momentum frm the  bleed 
inlet  to  the  bleed  exit.'  Thus  the  thrust-force  coefficient  does  not- 
include  the  drag  associated  with  the  skin  friction  over the forward 
part of the bcdy washed by the.  bleed  mass flaw, nor does  it  include 
the  additive  thrust  term  usually  associated with duct flow requiring 
the additim of  the  additive  drag  ccanponent.  The  thrust  force, 
developed in the model  by  the  action  of  the  boundary-layer  bleed plug, 
was inherent  to  the  manner of testing, sin*,- of couree,  in an actual 
installation  the  boundary-layer  bleed  duct  without  heat  addition  would 
produce anly drag.  The  forebody drag coefficient  of  the  configuration 
includes  this  bleed-thrust  force. Howwer; for a l l  the  data  presented, k 

the  bleed  Mach  number  ahead of the  plug MB was held at 0.254 for % 
of 1.5 and  at 0.275 for Mo o f 1 . 7 ,  where  the  internal  force  developed 
by  the  bleed  system  was  approximately  zero as sham in figure 17. Fur- 
thermore,  at a l l  operating  conditions of the  bleed  duct,  this  force was 
quite mall; for  example,  at-the  lawest bleed Mach numbers MB 
investigated,  the  internal  force  coefficient  developed by both  ductB 
was only about -0.006, which is almost  within  the  accuracy  of  the  pre- 
sent  drag  measurements. 

To qualitatively  establish  the Umits within  which  the  boundary- 
layer-remmal system  could  be  varied  without  affecting  over-all  per- 
formance,  several  modifications t o  the  system  were  made.  Figures 18 
and 19 show the  effect ~ 1 1  mer-all performance of deflecting  the 
boundary-layer  air with high-angle  wedges.  With  the  vertex of the 
wedge 1 inch  aft  of  -the  ramp  leading  edget  little  or no change  occurred 
in forebody  drag, as seen from a ccmparison  of  figure 18 for the 50-LC 
configuration  with  figure 10 for  the  unmodified  configuration. However, 
the  effect-on  internal  performance  of the.50-LC configuration  as  cam- 
pared with that  of  the  unmodified  configuration was quite  pronounced. 
Lower  supercritical  mass-flaw  ratio,  luwer  critical  pressure  recovery, 
and an immediate drop-off in pressure  recovery  in the subcritical range 

.. 
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b resulted  because of the  diatortion of the flow field  ahead of the  ramg. 
Moving the  wedge  vertices  aft  caused similar, but  less  pronounced, 
effects on internal  performance, as sham in figure 19 for  the 50-2.9-C 

body drag remained  unchanged.  The  effects  noted on internal  performance 
resulted  dfrectly frcm the  blockage  of the boundary-layer  bleed  duct, 
because  the  remainlng  boundary-layer  wedge  configurations (50-1-0, 
40-1-0, 30-1-0) with  the  boundary-layer  duct  open had no effect on ei- 
ther  internal  performance  or forebdy drag. From the results of this 
investigation  then,  it may concluded that the  angle of the wedge had a 
relatively 6maI.l effect (50-1-0 ccmgared with the  unmodified  configura- 
tion),  while  the  amount of boundary-layer  air  pushed  aside  by  the  wedge 
was a determining  factor on inlet  performance (50-1-0 camrpared with 
5 0 - L C  1 . 

.. configuration;  again, within the  accuracy of the  measuremente, the fore- 

The  performance  of a particular  bypass  system  was  investigated t o  
determine  whether  this  ty-pe  system  could  provide  reduced  engine mass 
flow  without  incurring  the usually high subcritical  drags  associated 
with normal shock  spillage. In the following discussion,  the  engine 
mass-flaw ratio  is  defined a6 the  inlet  mass-fluw  ratio  minus  the by- 
pass  mass-flaw  ratio.  The  internal  performance of the  configuration 
is  presented in figure 20 over a range  of  engine mass-flaw ratios  for 

s B 
u several  constant  openings of the  bypass  doors  at % of 1.7 and at x 

b angles  of  attack of 1.5’ and 5O. Lines of constant M3 are  also  indi- 
cated  for the range of mass-flaw  ratios  covered.  The  curves of constant 
bypass  settings  indicate  that +ny engine mass-flow ratio  within  the 
usable  range cazl be  attained  with  critical  inlet  operation  by  spilling 
the mss flow through  the  bypass  instead  of  behind  the normal shock. 

The  variation  of  the  coefficient  of  internal  thrust &us forebdy 
drag with bypass mass-flaw ratio is presented in figure 21 for  various 
values of M3. It  can  be  seen  that, at a constant M3, the  thrust- 
minus-drag  coefficient  increases  with  increasing bypass msss-flow  ratio 
until  the  inlet  is  operating at critical  mass-flow  ratio.  Further 
increases in bypass mass-flaw ratio  result in a rapid  decrease in 
thrust-minus-drag  coefficient  because  of  the  reduction  total-pressure 
recovery  associated  with  supercritical  inlet  operation. 

The  drag  rise  associated  with  reduced  engine mass-fluw ratios  for 
the  bypass  configuration  (fig. 22) was  determined With optimum bypass 
settings  corresponding  to  critical  inlet flow at a l l  engine -6s-flaw 
ratios. The drag  rise of the configuration with bypass  at optimum set- 
ting  was  approximately 1/3 of that obtained from experimental  results 
wlth the  configuration of reference 3 or  expected from various  theories. 
Campared with the  no-bypass  configuration of this report, only a mall 
reduction in drag  resulted  because of the law drag  rise  of  the  no-bypass 
configuration  mentioned  earlier in the  text.  Thus,  while  the bypass 
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shows  rather small gains with this  particular  installation,  other  con- 
figurations with a more  usual drag rise  might w e  this  type of variable 
geometry  advantageously. 

- 

Figure 23 presents  the  variation of engine  efficiency  parameter 
with M3 for  several  configurations  at MO of 1.7 and an angle  of 
attack  of 1.5'. This efficiency  parameter is calculated  for  the con- 
figurations  by  utillsing  the  ideal thrust Fn, id of the 557-P-7 engine 
at an altitude  of 35,000 feet.  The  expression  Fn/Fn,ia  is  the  ratio 
of  actual  to  ideal  thrust  resulting from the loss in total-pressure  re- 
covery,  and DD is  the  increment of drag rise  fram minAnum forebody 
drag. Values of engine  efficiency  at M3 greater  than 0.331 (engine 
match  point  for  the  present  particular  gecsnetry)  correspond  to  the  effi- 
ciencies  that would be  obtained in the %y-@thetical case of reducing 
the  inlet and ducting  size  while  holding a canstant  engine-ccnqpressor 
-ea and assuming no total-pressure loss in the  adUed  expansion of the 
required transition  section frm the  hypothetical  station 3 to  the 
engine  area. 

For  the  present  configuration,  figure 23 indicates that the  reduced 
mass flow required  to match the 557-P-7 engine  could  be  obtained  with an 
increase of 3 percent of the ided thrust (or  about 350 pounds of 
thrust)  by  using  the bypass system. This gain in efficiency  could  be 
increased  to 4 percent  by eliminating the drag of  the bypass doors that 
extended  into  the  air  stream asd would correspond  to an ideaYeed bypass 
system. A considerably  greater  Increase,  perhaps  of  the  order of 7z per- 
cent, would be  expected had the  subcritical  drag  rise of the  configura- 
tion  been  nearer  the  estimated value. 

. 
c 

1 

An investigation was conducted in the 8- by  6-foot  supersonic  wind 
tunnel  to  determine the performance of a txin-duct  air-intake system 
with a 9* compression-mmg  mounted on a sugersonfc  airplane  at Pllach 
riders of 1.5 and 1.7. A previous  investigation  presented the per- 
formance of t h i s  air-intake system with a 6 O  ccgqpression  ramp. In 
addition,  modified  boundary-layer-remmal  wedges and a main-duct bypass 
system were  investigated. The following results  were  obtained: 

1. The 90 ramp elinhated ramp boundary-layer  separation  at a Mach 
number of 1.5 and resulted in symmetrical flow at  the  diffuser  exit  at 
low mass-flow ratios as conpared w i t h  asymmetricd flow with the 6 O  - ramp. Asymmetrical flaw was obtained  at lox mass-flaw ratios  at a Mach 
number of 1.7.as a result of ramp f low separation. 



. 

2. Higher  pressure  recoveries  were obtained at a Mach number of 1.5 
with the 9' rang than with the 6 O  ramp because of the eliminFltim of 
ramp flow separation; higher  pressure  recoveries were obtained at a 
Mach nuuiber of 1.7 with the 9' ramp than with the 6O ramp because of 
the  reduction in the  size of the  separated region and the lower inlet 
shock  losses  attendant with the go ramp. 

3. The internal  performance of the inlet was affected by the desi- 
of the  boundary-layer-removal  system. For this  configuration  the amount 
of boundary-hyer air deflected,  rather than the deflection angle, was 
the determining  factor on inlet  performance. 

4. The  bypass  system allowed reduced  engine  mass-flow  ratios wlth 
a relatively small increase in external drag. 

Lewis  Flight  Propulsion  Laboratory 
Hational  Advisory CcPnmittee for Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio, Artgust 6, 1953 
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Figure 1. - Photograph at d e l  ln t m l .  
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(a) Front view of inlet.  
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(a) aide view of inlet. 
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(a) Boundarg-layer duct cloeed. 

c 

. 

(b) Boundary-layer duct open. 

Figure 6 .  - Photographs of various boundary-layer-removal wedge configuratiane. 
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(a )  Bomdary-layer duct closed. 
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(b) %undary-hyer auct open. 

FigW 7. - Boundary-layer removal wedge configurations ( a l l  dimenelone in inchea). 
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Figure 9.  - Details of bgpass conf'iguration ( a l l  dimensions in inches). 
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(a) Free-atream Mach number, %, 1.5. 
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(b) Free-stream Mach mrmber, Hg, 1.7. 

Figure Lo. - Performance characteristics of unnndified configuration. 
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angle of attack, a, 5'; mas-flw 
rat lo, m3/90, 0.909.- 

(e) Free-et- MRch number, #o, 1.7~ 
angle of attaak, a, So; -sa-ilow 
ratio, m s / . o ,  0.675. 

Figure 12. - Contours of difPuser-erit total-pressure recovery, P3/po. 
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(a) Free-stream Mach number, %, 1.5. 
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Figure 15. - Internal  performance of unmodt.fled configuration  at  
free-stream Mach  number  of 1.5. -1 . ". .. .. . . -  

(a) Angle of yaw, 3O; mass- 
flow  ratio,  m3/%, 0.833. 

(b)  Angle of yaw, 3'; mass- 
fLaa ratio, rndmg, 0.738. 

( c )  Angle of YEW, 6'; mass- 
flow ratio, m3/mg, 0.814. 

(a) Angle of yaw, 6O; mass- 
flow ra t io ,  m3/mg, 0.731. 

Figure 16. - Contours of diffuser-exit  total-pressure  recovery P3/Po at 
free-stream Mach number of 1.5. .. - . . . .  
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Figure 17. - Bound--layer bleed  duct  performance at angle 
of attack of 5 O .  
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Unmodified i n l e t  

(a) Free-stream Mach number, Mg, 1.5. 

~aes-flow  rat^, m3/mg 

(b) Free-stream Mack .number, 140, 1.7. 
Figure 18. - Performance characteristics of Configuration with 

5 0 - 1 4  boundary-layer  wedges. 
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Angle of attack, 

(a) Free-stream Mach number, %, 1.5. 
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(b) Free-stream Mach  number, Mg, 1.7. 

Figure 19. - Performance  characteristics of' cdnfiguration 
with 50-2.9-C bouridsry-layer wedges. 
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Engine mass-flow ra t io ,  m3/w 
(b) Angle of attack, a, 1.5'. 

Figure 20.  Internal  performance characterist ics of 
bypass configuration a t  Mach  number of 1.7.  - 
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Flgure 21. - Thrust-minus-drag characteriEFtlcs of bypaae configuration at M.ch 
number of 1.7. 

(a) Angle of atlack, a, 1.5'. (b) Angle of attack, a, 5'. 

F i w e  22. - Drag characterletice of several configurations at EBch number of 1.7. 
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Figure 23. - Engine efficiency for several confllgurations at angle 
of attack  of 1.5O and Mach number of 1 . 7 .  -ne, J57-P-7; alti- 
tude, 35,000 feet. 
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